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By Shannon Fischer

The Body Printed

t takes only a few minutes for the 
NovoGen MMX to print out a 
chunk of human liver cells. It’s a 
small chunk, only 4-mm wide and 
20 cell layers thick, which wouldn’t 
do much good in a human patient. 

But at a cellular level, this tiny swatch 
of machine-made flesh has all the 
essential ingredients of an original 
organ: tight hexagons of hepatocytes 
and fatty stellate cells and endothelial 
cells gathered into nascent capillaries. 
It produces cholesterol, albumin, and 
detoxifying P450 enzymes. After it is 
printed, the ensemble can survive for 
almost an entire week—nearly triple 
the endurance of classic two-dimen-
sional (2-D) liver cultures.

Although it sounds like science 
fiction, this liver and its creator—the 
seven-year-old San Diego, Califor-
nia, startup company Organovo—
are at the forefront of what has 
become one of the most daring fron-
tiers in tissue engineering: three-
dimensional (3-D) bioprinting. The 
end goal? Printed organs.

As you read this, multidisciplinary teams of scientists from 
Osaka, Japan, to Iowa City, Iowa, are tinkering 
with nozzles and lasers, polymer gels, and stem 
cells. Some groups work with printers they have 
built from the ground up; others have jury-rigged 
existing machines to accommodate living cells. 
During the last ten years, research output in the 
field has nearly tripled, and the breakthroughs 
have come fast. In 2008, University of Missouri 
researchers printed a blood vessel. In 2011, 
laser-printed heart patches restored cardiac func-
tions in rats that had heart attacks. Right now, 
researchers are in the process of using bioprinters 
to assemble miniature kidneys built from the ground up.

It’s a heady time to be in bioprinting—enthusiasm runs high, 
and it is easy to see why. The potential impact here could be enor-

mous. Currently, 119,000 patients languish on 
the organ donor list in the United States alone, 
dying at a steady clip of 18 per day. If all a person 
needed to do to make a new liver was press the 
“print” button, it would revolutionize medicine.

However, there is reason to be cautious. 
The bioprinting niche is still in its infancy, and 
its foundation rests largely on proofs of con-
cept and technological troubleshooting. Like 
Organovo’s liver construct, most of the tissues 
that have been printed so far have yet to exceed 
more than a few millimeters in size. Enormous 

hurdles in science’s understanding of biological functioning will 
have to be overcome before the field can progress.

“It has a long way to go,” says Michael Renard, Organovo’s 
executive vice president of commercial operations. “We’ve got 
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ten years of history, but significant work remains to get us to the 
ultimate solution.” But, he adds, “I do think it is going to a place 
where we’ll be able to do the kind of things that people today 
dream about in tissue engineering.”

From the Ground up
Twenty-five years ago, Texas cell biologist Robert Klebe drained 
the ink from the cartridges of his Hewlett Packard (HP) 2225C 
Think Jet ink-jet printer and replaced it with fibronectin. On his 
computer, he typed out the word “fibronectin” in lowercase let-
ters, filled the printer tray with a thin sheet of plastic, and hit 
print. He called the act cytoscribing, but it is better known now as 
bioprinting—and this was the world’s first instance of it.

But Klebe was ahead of his time. Computers had only really 
become commonplace a few years prior, and the idea of printing 
anything but ink was still relatively novel. His report, published 
in Experimental Cell Research, went largely unnoticed.

The same year of Klebe’s printing experiment, a great deal 
was afoot in the nearby field of tissue engineering. A team of 
researchers led by Joseph Vacanti of Boston Children’s Hospital 
and Robert Langer of the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy (MIT) had just published a seminal report in the Journal 
of Pediatric Surgery detailing how they had seeded 3-D polymer 
structures—scaffolds—with cells from livers, intestines, and 
pancreases, and then implanted them into rats. Within three 
days, they reported that they had seen blood vessels creeping into 
the embedded materials, and at seven days, three each of the liver 
and intestinal grafts had begun to settle in and set up shop.

At heart this was a simple idea: the scaffold provided a starter 
home for cells by mimicking the natural architecture of the target 
organ. Then, as the cells grew and spread around it, the structure 
degraded away, leaving only lab-grown tissue in its wake. Simple 
or not, this revolutionized tissue engineering.

Over the next few decades, scaffolds became more sophis-
ticated as fabrication techniques moved from molds and mesh 
to nanoscale electrospinning and decellularization—a method 
in which a donated organ’s preexisting cells are washed away, 
leaving a perfect, nature-made skeleton of connective tissue 
to repopulate. Around the turn of the century, as 3-D printing 
emerged as a manufacturing force, researchers seized on that as 
well and folded it into their repertoire, using it to turn out even 

more elaborately crafted sculptures. In time, scaffold-grown tra-
cheae and bladders began finding their way into patients.

“The next frontier is the solid organs,” says Anthony Atala, 
director of the Wake Forest Institute for Regenerative Medicine and 
a pioneer in tissue engineering (Figure 1). But that’s also where tra-
ditional scaffolding starts to falter. On the scale of complexity, Atala 
explains, body parts such as tracheas and bladders are frankly not 
that difficult. A trachea is essentially a simple tube of tissues, but a 
kidney has more than 30 different types of cells, all fed by an exqui-
site network of vascular channels. Even with the most meticulously 
fashioned scaffold, manually seeding that level of cellular organiza-
tion with any hope of accuracy poses a Herculean task.

In 2003, bioengineer Thomas Boland of Clemson Univer-
sity and his colleagues retraced Klebe’s early steps with an HP 
660C printer, but Boland did not stop at two dimensions. He 
also printed out a scaffoldlike layer of gel, let it set, then went 
back and printed a layer of endothelial cell aggregates on top of the 
already-printed gel. Automated precision cell placement in three 
dimensions—this time, people noticed.

location, location, location
The simple beauty of 3-D bioprinting is that it allows tissue engi-
neers to place their cells exactly where they need to be through-
out construction. “The best analogy is to think in terms of color 
printing,” says Brian Derby, a materials scientist at the University 
of Manchester. A conventional printer uses four ink cartridges: 
black plus three colors. From those, it can create any number 
of complex designs just by mixing and positioning the droplets 
of ink. Translate that into a palette of printable cell types, and 
suddenly, a scientist can craft complicated cellular patterns and 
textures. Before, they were coating a premade scaffold with ink 
and hoping the cells found their niche.

As researchers seized on this newfound freedom, the years fol-
lowing Boland’s discovery became a frenzy of collaborative trial 
and error. Tissue engineers shifted through industrial 3-D print-
ing technologies, discarding what would not translate and adapt-
ing what would. High-temperature laser sintering was obviously 
out—it would fry the cells. The same went for any technique that 
relied on powdered or granulated material; living matter needed 
an aqueous form. Early on, more than a few desktop printers 
were gutted for the cause. “I just took HP cartridges,” admits Marc 

FIGURE 1 Anthony Atala, director of the Wake Forest Institute for 
Regenerative Medicine, at work in his lab. (Photo courtesy of the 
Wake Forest Institute for Regenerative Medicine.) 

FIGURE 2 Marc in het Panhuis at work in the University of 
 Wollongong lab with the 3-D printer he constructed. (Photo by 
Grant Reynolds.)
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in het Panhuis, head of the Soft Materials Group at the University 
of Wollongong, Australia, where he studies bioinks. “I actually 
used to nick them off people when they threw their printers out. 
It was literally a matter of opening them up and refilling them. 
But then we realized we needed something more sophisticated.” 
Like many of his colleagues, in het Panhuis experimented with a 
few other printer types before finally building his own  (Figure 2).

Now a decade out, three primary printing techniques have 
risen to dominance: extrusion, ink-jet and laser forward transfer. 
Fundamentally, they operate on the same basic premise. Start 
with a computer-aided design (CAD) model sliced into horizon-
tal layers. The information goes to the printing apparatus, which 
proceeds to fabricate the shape layer by layer from the ground up. 
Most versions of these printers use bioinks made of a combina-
tion of cells mixed into a hydrogel solution, which serves to both 
protect the living cargo and act as a coprinted scaffold.

However, each method comes with its own pros and cons. 
In extrusion printing, filaments of thick bioink paste are pressed 
from a nozzle. “It’s pretty much like pushing out toothpaste,” in 
het Panhuis describes. Of the three techniques, it’s by far the fast-
est, although it also tends to have the lowest resolution when it 
comes to cell placement. Ink-jet printing, which drops tiny vol-
umes of bioinks, can achieve a much finer scale, but it can also 
be hard on the cells unless an appropriate soft gel substrate is 
used. Laser forward transfer is the most precise of all. In some 
versions, cells can be placed within 5.6 µm of the planned coordi-
nates. Here, a laser pulse focuses on a bioink-coated plate (often 
quartz), causing a quick shock wave or heat spike that forces 
bioink onto the final surface below. Unfortunately, the sheer 
number of technological bells and whistles that laser printing 
demands also makes it the least accessible of the three methods.

For its part, Organovo prints with a two-headed printer based 
on research by pioneering Missouri bioengineer Gabor Forgacs 
(Figure 3). It’s based on extrusion technology, but with a twist. 
Where most 3-D bioprinting still relies on hydrogel-cell inks, 
Organovo uses straight-up cells cultured into discrete “spheroids,” 
each containing between 10,000 and 30,000 cells of various types 
that are able to finish the job themselves (Figure 4). In printing liver 
tissue, for example, spheroid-based filaments are laid down by the 
printer, but then the cells self-organize into their final positions—
hepatic cells clustering over here and endothelial cells gathering 

there to form nascent capillary channels  (Figures 5 and 6). It’s a 
sort of “nature knows best” approach that sidesteps the resolution 
issues by leaving the final steps to the tissues themselves.

“There’s no real one answer,” in het Panhuis says. He believes 
that the next wave of technology will include hybrid printers 
that combine the best of each technology to print across sizes 
and speeds. Indeed, signs of such a shift have already begun to 
emerge: Anthony Atala, for instance, recently combined the mul-
tinozzle printer built in his Wake Forest lab with different bio-
inks to print micro- and macrotissue architecture  (Figure 7). “It’s 
like laying down a painting on a canvas using a wide brush or a 
narrow brush,” Atala explains. He is now using the machine to 
create tiny kidney organoids in an organized fashion (Figure 8).

FIGURE 3 The NovoGen MMX Bioprinter is small and compact enough 
to fit easily into a biosafety cabinet. (Photo courtesy of Organovo.) 

FIGURE 4 One of Organovo’s tissue engineers oversees the 
construction of a vascular tissue construct on the Novogen MMX 
Bioprinter. (Photo courtesy of Organovo.) 

FIGURE 5 Living human liver tissue built with multiple cell types. 
(Photo courtesy of Organovo.) 

FIGURE 6 A histology stain showing multiple cell types, alive and 
in a native orientation. (Photo courtesy of Organovo.)
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The Catch
This all sounds impressive, but even miniature kidneys and func-
tional liver patches are a far cry from human organs on demand. 
“There is a fine balance between the size of the structures you 
print and the viability of the cells that are included in the struc-
ture,” explains Luiz Bertassoni, a researcher working with Har-
vard Medical School tissue engineer Ali Khademhosseini.

Any tissue thicker than a few hundred micrometers must 
have a working vascular system to transport nutrients and oxy-
gen or it will quickly die. This has been a rate-limiting step for 
bioprinting from the start and remains its most immediate chal-
lenge today. After all, without a system in place to support cells 
during construction, a printed organ of any serious size could be 
half-dead before it was even fully built.

In his research, Bertassoni is experimenting with differ-
ent types of hydrogels that he uses to create vascular channels 
during the printing process. Similar work is at play elsewhere 
too. At the University of Pennsylvania, researchers have printed 
sugar-glass channels that wash away. At the University of Iowa, 
mechanical engineer Ibrahim Ozbolat has built an extrusion 
printer with two independently operating arms—the first of its 

kind—that he uses to coprint hollow hydrogel channels along-
side his tissue of choice (Figure 9).

But what then? Would a fully vascularized organ with all the 
key cells in all the key places actually work? Maybe. But maybe 
not. In many ways, the more researchers achieve in bioprinting, 
the less they find they understand. Much of what science knows 
about cell biology comes from work in two dimensions—but that 
is not a natural environment. “For our endothelial cells, when 
we seed them in a petri dish with a hydrogel at the bottom, they 
proliferate at a certain rate. When we encapsulate (in 3-D) the 
exact same cells in the exact same gel, they behave completely 
different,” says Bertassoni. “So all the answers we had, we have 
to ask them again in a different way.”

Most bioprinting work so far has relied on a handful of 
hydrogel scaffolds to guide and structure cells, such as alginate, 
gelatin, chitosan, or, on the synthetic side, poly(ethylene glycol). 
The natural gels make excellent chemical homes full of growth- 
promoting signals, but they vary from one batch to another, com-
plicating matters not just now but almost certainly down the line 
when regulatory agencies will push exacting reproducibility stan-
dards. (The same goes double for all those patient-personalized 
cells and stem cells that will eventually be printed, a fact already 
causing headaches for manufacturing and regulatory scientists 
watching the field.) Synthetic gels are more reliable but need to 
have tailored signals added in, and a gel must fit within the very 
narrow window of being just viscous enough to print without 
hurting the cells but not so liquid that it cannot hold them in place.

Current tissue printing can achieve some function already, but 
to scale it up enough for humans, researchers will need a better 
understanding of how cells interact with their surroundings and 
how to capitalize on that knowledge. “A lot of the 3-D printing is 
getting better and better,” Derby says. “But at the moment, we can 
just make a higher-resolution nonfunctional model of the object. 
We haven’t got the understanding of how the whole thing works.” 

Going Forward
Next year, Organovo’s microlivers will go on the market, not for 
transplant but for drug development. That’s where the immedi-
ate future lies. After all, the very fact that 3-D cultures do act 

FIGURE 7 An integrated 3-D printing at work. (Photo courtesy of 
the Wake Forest Institute for Regenerative Medicine.) 

FIGURE 8 A kidney prototype and ear and finger bone scaffolds 
were printed on a 3-D bioprinter in Atala’s lab. (Photo courtesy 
of the Wake Forest Institute for Regenerative Medicine.) 

FIGURE 9 A multiarmed bioprinter allows University of Iowa 
researcher Ibrahim Ozbolat to develop ways to coprint vascula-
ture and tissue simultaneously. (Photo courtesy of the Biomanu-
facturing Laboratory at the University of Iowa.) 
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differently—more realistically—than 2-D already makes them 
an invaluable stand-in for tests and models. Part of the reason 
for so many billions being wasted in current pharmaceutical cre-
ation is that the current preclinical models such as dish culture 
and mice make poor substitutes for humans. “There’s a way to 
test drugs on human liver cells, but there’s no way to test drugs 
on a human liver,” Organovo’s Mike Renard says. He believes 
3-D printing can close that gap, and he’s not alone. Organovo 
has already landed partnerships with various pharmaceutical 
companies, including Pfizer and United Therapeutics.

It’s the same for cancer research. This January, the Knight 
Cancer Institute at Oregon Health and Science University also 
inked a deal of its own with Organovo and began building 3-D 
models of breast and pancreatic cancers. Here again, printed 
cultures are more lifelike: tumor cells are more resistant to  
therapy, they migrate extensively, and they communicate more 
accurately with cells around them. “It’s really amazing, the 
cells are behaving like aggressive cancer tissue,” says Knight 
researcher Rosalie Sears (Figure 10). Her team is already talk-
ing about a clinical trial with pancreatic cancer patients to see 
if they can use this technology to predict a better course of 
treatment based on how printed models of the patients’ tumors 
respond in vitro (Figure 11). “I am really excited,” Sears says. “I 
think this is transformative. It’ll allow us to learn things we’ve 
never learned before about tumor cell interactions.”

Printers can craft diseased tissue just as well as healthy, and 
that too will most likely be more realistic than a petri dish or a 
mouse. Last year at MIT and Harvard Medical School, research-
ers printed blocks of neurons that extended their axons and 
bore traces of key neurotransmitters—a proof-of-concept the 
researchers there hope could become models for normal and dis-
ordered processes in the brain.

And yes, organs too will eventually emerge. Even the prag-
matists who worry over the field’s inevitable clash with regula-
tory bodies and clinical standards are confident in this. “We’ll 
see movement on that within a decade,” says David  Williams, a 
manufacturing and regulatory scientist at Loughborough Uni-
versity, United Kingdom, who has been tracking the bioprinting 
industry’s emergence with an eye for its future hurdles. It won’t 
be the livers or the kidneys, he says, but it will be the simpler 

things, parts that don’t require a lot of vascularization or differ-
ent types of tissues—bone, for instance. Others, like Derby, predict 
that cartilage and skin will emerge as early players on the scene 
as well and for the same reasons. Then most likely will come par-
tial organs that sidestep complexity, like faux pancreases made of 
membranes, basic insulin-producing cells, and very little else.

“It’s something that we’ll have happen in the next generation,” 
Williams says. “The energy of the community will make it happen.”

Shannon Fischer is a freelance science writer living in Boston, Massachusetts.
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FIGURE 10 Rosalie Sears, a researcher at the Oregon Health  
and Science University Knight Cancer Institute, is working  
with Organovo to develop 3-D printed tumor models. (Photo 
courtesy of Carl Pelz.) 

FIGURE 11 Sears oversees Ellen Langer, a senior postdoctoral  
fellow, who pipettes cells and media into tissue culture plates  
to grow for future studies, including bioprinting and drug  
treatment. (Photo courtesy of Carl Pelz.) 


